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摘   要 
ABSTRACT 
As traditional analysis approach of project investment evaluation, Discount of 
Cash Flow is practical under certain conditions. However, accompanied with the 
development of economy, project investments are faced to more complex 
environment, more and more uncertainty make it hard to anticipate the result of 
investment. So under uncertain circumstances, Discount of cash flow approach 
does not capture the  accurate value of project investment. Because of the character 
of options contained by project investment and the successful application of 
options  pricing theory in financial area, real options analysis approach on project 
investment is emerging as the times require. 
This paper begins with the discussion about the implicated limitation of DCF 
approach, discusses the naissance of real option analysis approach. 
The second part discuss the implicated option character of project investment  
by introduc ing the character of financial option, draws the conclusion that the 
value of project investment is a portfolio of cash flow and option. At last, 
compares the parameters which affect the pricing of financial option and real 
option. 
Part 3 establishes the real option analysis framework, and discusses the steps 
from the basic background of project to option pricing model introducing in detail. 
Here, this paper expatiates on Black－Scholes Pricing Model and Binomial 
Model. 
The last part is the case study, here introduces how to practical exercise the 
real option framework. 
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项目投资价值分析方法的发展按照Michael J.Brennan 和Lenos Trigeorgis








                                                 
① Michael J.Brennan and Lenos Trigeorgis, 2000, “Real Options: Development and New Contributions”, 
pp1-11, in Project Flexibility, agency, and Competition, edited by Michael J.Brennan and Lenos Trigeorgis, 
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2. 期权的执行价格X ； 
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